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Now in its 15th edition, this proven, market-leading book remains a favorite among readers of
all backgrounds for its clear, concise treatment of international trade and finance theory. Using
a wealth of contemporary examples and practical applications, INTERNATIONAL
ECONOMICS vividly demonstrates the relevance of theory to real-world economic issues and
policy questions. Discussions are presented both verbally and graphically, making the book
highly accessible even if you have little economics background. As you will soon discover, If it's
clear, concise, and contemporary, it has to be Carbaugh! Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
Hanscomb Yardsticks for Costing 2015Cost Data for the Canadian Construction IndustryR S
Means Company
This provocative volume takes an international, multidisciplinary approach to understanding
globalization and assessing its economic, social, and environmental effects. Representing the
Global North and South, it addresses important debates stemming from recent political events
in the U.S. and U.K., the continuing rise of information technology, and the constant struggle
between corporate interests and the health of the planet.The human outcomes of world human
rights challenges are considered in the ongoing global narratives of migrants, refugees, and
disabled persons, as well as possibilities for greater social equity and integration.This expert
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synthesis takes critical steps to reshape the concept of globalization from an amorphous mass
of objectives and initiatives to a forward-looking model of clarity and balance. Included in the
coverage: Globalization and migration: is there a borderless world A comparative assessment
of climate policies of top emitters. Neo-protectionism in the age of Brexit and Trump. Working
inclusively and redefining social valorization in the globalized world. Understanding the
strategy of M&As in the globalized perspective. Reappraisal of social enterprise in a globalized
world. Revisiting Globalism will be of particular interest to those in the academic field and the
statutory and nonprofit sectors whose work deals with teaching social sciences in higher
education settings.
This book provides an overall understanding of construction contracts, explaining a range of
topics with in-depth examples, allowing engineers, site managers, architects, contractors, and
other construction professionals in search of information on construction contracts to find it in
one place. The volume further serves as a learning tool and a reference guide for students and
instructors. Adopting a primarily Canadian perspective, the book provides references from two
Standard Contract Documents CCDC (Canadian Construction Document Committee) and
FIDIC (International Federation of Consulting Engineers) and briefly describes other major
contract documents used within USA and UK construction industries.
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This extensive, cutting-edge compilation of essays on key public health topics is a must-read
for professionals, students, and researchers, with topics focusing on the effects of climate
change on health, global issues including treatment and prevention of diseases, health care
policy issues, health care needs of special populations, gender-based violence, and current
issues in ethics and human rights. • Contributions by more than 100 distinguished,
international scholars • Numerous tables, charts, and figures depicting examples of health
status • Contents grouped by subject for continuity and ease of reference • An extensive
bibliography in each chapter
Written by Chitram Lutchman, a project management professional with more than 20 years of
field and business experience, Project Execution: A Practical Approach to Industrial and
Commercial Project Management gives you a more optimistic view of this exciting and
challenging area. The book focuses on the essential requirements for successful executi

Popular Science gives our readers the information and tools to improve their technology
and their world. The core belief that Popular Science and our readers share: The future
is going to be better, and science and technology are the driving forces that will help
make it better.
This timely book offers a unique interdisciplinary inquiry into the prospects of different
political narratives on climate migration. It identifies the essential angles on climate
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migration – the humanitarian narrative, the migration narrative and the climate change
narrative – and assesses their prospects. The author contends that although such
arguments will influence global governance, they will not necessarily achieve what
advocates hope for. He discusses how the weaknesses of the concept of “climate
migration” are likely to be utilized in favour of repressive policies against migration or
for the defence of industrial nations against perceived threats from the Third World.
This Handbook gives a comprehensive, international and cutting-edge overview of
Sustainable Development. It integrates the key imperatives of sustainable development,
namely institutional, environmental, social and economic, and calls for greater
participation, social cohesion, justice and democracy as well as limited throughput of
materials and energy. The nature of sustainable development and the book’s
theorization of the concept underline the need for interdisciplinarity in the discourse as
exemplified in each chapter of this volume. The Handbook employs a critical framework
that problematises the concept of sustainable development and the struggle between
discursivity and control that has characterised the debate. It provides original
contributions from international experts coming from a variety of disciplines and
regions, including the Global South. Comprehensive in scope, it covers, amongst other
areas: Sustainable architecture and design Biodiversity Sustainable business Climate
change Conservation Sustainable consumption De-growth Disaster management Ecosystem services Education Environmental justice Food and sustainable development
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Governance Gender Health Indicators for sustainable development Indigenous
perspectives Urban transport The Handbook offers researchers and students in the
field of sustainable development invaluable insights into a contested concept and the
alternative worldviews that it has fostered.
Chinese edition of Malcolm Gladwell's Outliers: The Story of Success. The #1 New
York Times and Amazon bestselling book in nonfiction. Gladwell examines the lives of
Outliers - the best of the top 1%, asks what makes them different than ordinary lives.
He approaches the remarkable answers that proves this brilliant book is a revolution.
Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
The author relates U.S. export and import trends over the past four decades to changes
in the domestic economy and in the trade of other countries. Originally published in
1963. The Princeton Legacy Library uses the latest print-on-demand technology to
again make available previously out-of-print books from the distinguished backlist of
Princeton University Press. These editions preserve the original texts of these important
books while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions. The goal of
the Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage
found in the thousands of books published by Princeton University Press since its
founding in 1905.
Water is a finite and non-substitutable resource. As the foundation of life, societies and
economies, it carries multiple values and benefits. But unlike most other natural
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resources, it has proven extremely difficult to determine its true ‘value’. The 2021
edition of the United Nations World Water Development Report, titled “Valuing Water”
assesses the current status of and challenges to the valuation of water across different
sectors and perspectives and identifies ways in which valuation can be promoted as a
tool to help improve its management and achieve global sustainable development.
Global supply chain integration is not only a rapidly growing feature of international
trade, it is responsible for fundamentally changing trade policy at international and
domestic levels. Given that final goods are produced with both domestic and foreign
suppliers, Ka Zeng and Xiaojun Li argue that global supply chain integration pits firms
and industries that are more heavily dependent on foreign supply chains against those
that are less dependent on intermediate goods for domestic production. Hence,
businesses whose supply chain would be disrupted as a result of increased trade
barriers should lobby for preferential trade liberalization to maintain access to those
foreign markets. Moreover, businesses whose products are used in the production of
goods in foreign countries should also support preferential trade liberalization to
compete with suppliers from other parts of the world. Fragmenting Globalization uses
multiple methods, including time series, cross-sectional analysis of the pattern of
Preferential Trade Alliance formation by existing World Trade Organization members, a
firm-level survey, and case studies of the pattern of corporate support for regional trade
liberalization in both China and the United States. Zeng and Li show that the growing
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fragmentation of global production, trade, and investment is altering trade policy away
from the traditional divide between export-oriented and import-competing industries.
Scholars have charged population growth with lowering aggregate income per capita,
depleting natural resources, reducing the quality of the environment, and causing more
unequal distribution of income. Maintaining that the order of these concerns should be
reversed, Peter H. Lindert emphasizes the tendency of higher fertility and population
growth to heighten economic inequalities. His analysis also improves our knowledge of
the ways in which economic developments affect fertility. The author develops an
integrated model of fertility behavior featuring an original way of defining and measuring
the relative cost of an extra child. U.S. fertility patterns in the twentieth century, he
shows, are partially explained by the interplay of a model of intergenerational taste
formation and fluctuation in relative child costs. His reinterpretation of patterns in the
inequality of schooling and income in America highlights the role of fertility and other
demographic forces. From the author's analysis it appears that concern over rapid
population growth is more justified on income-distribution grounds than on grounds of
effects on average per capita income. In showing that this is so, Professor Lindert
describes how families' use of time has changed since the late nineteenth century.
Originally published in 1978. The Princeton Legacy Library uses the latest print-ondemand technology to again make available previously out-of-print books from the
distinguished backlist of Princeton University Press. These editions preserve the
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original texts of these important books while presenting them in durable paperback and
hardcover editions. The goal of the Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly increase
access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by
Princeton University Press since its founding in 1905.
Water is a finite and non-substitutable resource. As the foundation of life, societies and
economies, it carries multiple values and benefits. But unlike most other natural
resources, it has proven extremely difficult to determine its true 'value'. The 2021
edition of the United Nations World Water Development Report, titled "Valuing Water"
assesses the current status of and challenges to the valuation of water across different
sectors and perspectives and identifies ways in which valuation can be promoted as a
tool to help improve its management and achieve global sustainable development.
This book draws on experiences in developing countries to bridge the gap between the
conventional textbook treatment of fiscal decentralization and the actual practice of
subnational government finance. The extensive literature about the theory and practice
is surveyed and longstanding problems and new questions are addressed. It focuses
on the key choices that must be made in decentralizing, on how economic and political
factors shape the choices that countries make, and on how, by paying more attention to
the need for a more comprehensive approach and the critical connections between
different components of decentralization reform, everyone involved might get more for
their money.
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This conference volume deals with the question of what the economic impact of a shift
in federal taxation toward greater use of indirect taxes would be with respect to the rate
of saving and investment, personal effort, the balance of payments, and the efficiency
of resource use. A major focus therefore is on the economic growth and balance-ofpayments aspects which have been most emphasized in recent proposals for
substitution of a sales tax or a value-added tax for part of the existing income tax.
Originally published in 1964. The Princeton Legacy Library uses the latest print-ondemand technology to again make available previously out-of-print books from the
distinguished backlist of Princeton University Press. These editions preserve the
original texts of these important books while presenting them in durable paperback and
hardcover editions. The goal of the Princeton Legacy Library is to vastly increase
access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by
Princeton University Press since its founding in 1905.
Applying an innovative approach to capture varieties and dynamics of federal
democracies, this collection examines the conditions, mechanisms and practices that
make federal democracies work.
This book synthesises the vast literature on economic regulation into a coherent
overview of regulatory theory and practice.
Benjamin Zyla rejects the claim that countries like Canada have shirked their
responsibilities within NATO since the fall of the Berlin Wall.
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The Congressional Record is the official record of the proceedings and debates of the
United States Congress. It is published daily when Congress is in session. The
Congressional Record began publication in 1873. Debates for sessions prior to 1873
are recorded in The Debates and Proceedings in the Congress of the United States
(1789-1824), the Register of Debates in Congress (1824-1837), and the Congressional
Globe (1833-1873)
This book explores tensions in global trade by examining the role of experts in
generating, disseminating and legitimating knowledge about the possibilities of trade to
work for global development. To this end, contributors assess authoritative claims on
knowledge. They also consider structural features that uphold trade experts' monopoly
over knowledge, such as expert language and legal and economic expertise. The
chapters collectively explore the tensions between actors who seek to effect change
and those who work to uphold the status quo, exacerbate asymmetries, and reinforce
the dominant narrative of the global trade regime. The book addresses the following
key overarching research questions: Who is considered to be a trade expert and how
does one become a knowledge producer in global trade? How do experts acquire,
disseminate and legitimate knowledge? What agendas are advanced by expert
knowledge? How does the discourse generated within trade expertise serve to close off
alternative institutional pathways and modes of thinking? What potential exists for the
emergence of more emancipatory global trade policies from contemporary
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developments in the field of trade expertise? This book will be of great interest to
students and scholars of IPE, Trade Politics, International Relations, and International
Organizations.
A distinguished economist examines competition, regulation, and stability in today's
global banks Does too much competition in banking hurt society? What policies can
best protect and stabilize banking without stifling it? Institutional responses to such
questions have evolved over time, from interventionist regulatory control after the Great
Depression to the liberalization policies that started in the United States in the 1970s.
The global financial crisis of 2007–2009, which originated from an oversupply of credit,
once again raised questions about excessive banking competition and what should be
done about it. Competition and Stability in Banking addresses the critical relationships
between competition, regulation, and stability, and the implications of coordinating
banking regulations with competition policies. Xavier Vives argues that while
competition is not responsible for fragility in banking, there are trade-offs between
competition and stability. Well-designed regulations would alleviate these trade-offs but
not eliminate them, and the specificity of competition in banking should be accounted
for. Vives argues that regulation and competition policy should be coordinated, with
tighter prudential requirements in more competitive situations, but he also shows that
supervisory and competition authorities should stand separate from each other, each
pursuing its own objective. Vives reviews the theory and empirics of banking
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competition, drawing on up-to-date analysis that incorporates the characteristics of
modern market-based banking, and he looks at regulation, competition policies, and
crisis interventions in Europe and the United States, as well as in emerging economies.
Focusing on why banking competition policies are necessary, Competition and Stability
in Banking examines regulation's impact on the industry's efficiency and effectiveness.
• “To be credible partners overseas, universities must be credible partners for the wellbeing of the peoples of their own regions.” • “Canadian universities have enjoyed long
and productive histories of both regional and international cooperation. Many were
nurtured through early relationships with longer standing European and US institutions.
Especially since Canada became a serious aid donor in the early 1970s, Canadian
universities, in their turn, began to share experiences and resources overseas. Initially
this was with institutions in less prosperous nations; then, particularly since the fall of
the Berlin Wall, it was also with partners in the transition economies of Eastern Europe.
Most recently it has been with China and a resurgent India.” • “Often a university’s
regional and international linkages began with individual faculty or student
commitments. Some then evolved into projects (frequently four or five year contractual
arrangements), supported by aid agencies. A few such projects later expanded into
more open-ended network arrangements – bridging disciplines, sectors, institutions and
sometimes even continents.” • “The more complex some of these partnerships have
become, the more challenging have been the ethical, academic, and financial
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implications for the Canadian institutions themselves, not to mention their counterparts.
Long term, more visionary and more strategic approaches have become critical. More
entrepreneurial administrative structures and much heightened sensitivities to human
rights, cross-cultural, gender and inter-disciplinary issues have been essential.” •
“What, it must ruthlessly be asked, are the visions for post-secondary education for
2020 (not to mention 2050) that are empowering the more progressive of today’s
institutions? How are they helping shape present regional and international
development partnerships?”
This book presents the proceedings of the IUPESM World Biomedical Engineering and
Medical Physics, a tri-annual high-level policy meeting dedicated exclusively to
furthering the role of biomedical engineering and medical physics in medicine. The
book offers papers about emerging issues related to the development and sustainability
of the role and impact of medical physicists and biomedical engineers in medicine and
healthcare. It provides a unique and important forum to secure a coordinated,
multileveled global response to the need, demand and importance of creating and
supporting strong academic and clinical teams of biomedical engineers and medical
physicists for the benefit of human health.
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This book explores how states, scholars and other actors have justified war from early
modernity to the present. Looking at narratives of the justification of war in theory and
practice, this book offers a comprehensive investigation of the emergence of the
modern international order and its normative foundation.
The Second Edition of Social Policy and Social Change is a timely examination of the field,
unique in its inclusion of both a historical analysis of problems and policy and an exploration of
how capitalism and the market economy have contributed to them. The New Edition of this
seminal text examines issues of discrimination, health care, housing, income, and child welfare
and considers the policies that strive to improve them. With a focus on how domestic social
policies can be transformed to promote social justice for all groups, Jimenez et al. consider the
impact of globalization in the United States while addressing developing concerns now
emerging in the global village.
Measuring government effectiveness is essential to ensuring accountability, as is an informed
public that is willing and able to hold elected officials and policy-makers accountable. There are
various forms of measurement, including against prior experience or compared to some ideal.
In Yardstick Competition among Governments, Pierre Salmon argues that a more effective and
insightful approach is to use common measures across a variety of countries, state, or other
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relevant political and economic districts. This facilitates and enables citizens comparing policy
outputs in their own jurisdictions with those of others. An advantage of this approach is that it
reduces information asymmetries between citizens and public officials, decreasing the costs of
monitoring by the former of the latter -along the lines of principal-agent theory. These
comparisons can have an effect on citizens' support to incumbents and, as a consequence,
also on governments' decisions. By increasing transparency, comparisons by common
yardsticks can decrease the influence of interest groups and increase the focus on broader
concerns, whether economic growth or others. Salmon takes up complicating factors such as
federalism and other forms of multi-level governance, where responsibility can become difficult
to disentangle and accountability a challenge. Salmon also highlights the importance of publics
with heterogeneous preferences, including variations in how voters interpret their roles,
functions, or tasks. This results in the coexistence within the same electorate of different types
of voting behavior, not all of them forward-looking. In turn, when incumbents face such
heterogeneity, they can treat the response to their decisions as an aggregate non-strategic
relation between comparative performance and expected electoral support. Combining
theoretical, methodological, and empirical research, Salmon demonstrates how yardstick
competition among governments, a consequence of the possibility that citizens look across
borders, is a very significant, systemic dimension of governance both at the local and at the
national levels.
Yardsticks for Costing, is Cost Data for the Canadian Construction Industry. It has been prefigured for 8 major regions coast-to-coast, in metric and imperial. It contains all new 2016
current market unit costs - metric and imperial - for over 2,600 construction components, new
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2015 composite unit rates for more than 300 installed systems - both metric and imperial as
well as, new 2016 - gross building costs for 35 typical structures at three quality levels: low,
average and high.
Originally published in 1987, this book presents a wide-ranging review of urban, regional,
economic, and environmental planning in Canada. A comprehensive source of information on
Canadian planning policies, it addresses the wide variations between Canadian provinces.
While acknowledging similarities with programs and policies in the United States and Britain,
the author documents the distinctively Canadian character of planning in Canada. Among the
topics addressed in the book are: the agencies of planning; on the nature of urban plans; the
instruments of planning; land policies; natural resources; regional planning at the federal level;
regional planning and development in Ontario; regional planning in other provinces;
environmental protection; planning and people; and reflections on the nature of planning in
Canada. The author documents how governmental agencies handle problems of population
growth, urban development, exploitation of natural resources, regional disparities, and many
other issues that fall within the scope of urban and regional planning. But he goes beyond this
to address matters of politics, law, economics, social organization. The book is pragmatic,
eclectic, interpretive, and critical. It is a valuable contribution to international literature on
planning in its political context.
Yardsticks for Costing, is Cost Data for the Canadian Construction Industry. It has been prefigured for 8 major regions coast-to-coast, in metric and imperial. It contains all new 2015
current market unit costs - metric and imperial - for over 2,600 construction components, new
2015 composite unit rates for more than 300 installed systems - both metric and imperial as
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well as, new 2015 - gross building costs for 34 typical structures at three quality levels: low,
average and high.
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